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my world: Charles tells business leaders that natural 'bank' depleted. / Photo: www.gallup.com Over
the past two weeks, "our criminal prince" has published five posts in the media, the first of which
was about Britain. Charles said the British economy, with its "incredibly overburdened banking

sector, industry and population," was under enormous stress. According to him, the latest recession
was due to the unprofessional actions of the central government, while "any person with intelligence
can see it now." The "bribery prince" claims that the US "no longer has a free market and the tiny
bubble can't burst anymore." He writes: "We are little without clear gold and IOU standards that

can be restored to give us confidence in the future. Without these two elements, we will not be able
to survive for long." "I think there is a fundamental flaw in our economic system and in fact in the
political system that it does not work properly. And without them, our economy will continue to

degrade," Charles added. A week after the publication of another post by Prince Charles, the
British tabloid The Sun wrote that Britain is cut off from foreign markets, as the country has a ban

on the export of gold. In his statement, Charles tried to reassure British jewelers, but Prime
Minister David Cameron's statement only angered. In response, Cameron said that Prince Charles

"asserts that God is tired of making the country rich if it continues to be rich and beautiful." In
addition, Charles provided important insights into the UK economy, providing information on the

dependence of the British economy on trade with China, Russia and other countries."The most
important part is imports - Chinese trade, and it has tripled in the last eight years." In his opinion,

the UK is in "total decline": it has the highest economic growth rates in Europe and is located
between Mexico and China. Prince Charles also stressed that he believes that the British pound

could collapse in "very soon". Meanwhile, in November last year, Japanese Emperor Akihito and
Queen Elizabeth II at a meeting at Buckingham Palace discussed the issue of abandoning the use of
the British currency in international payments. And at the end of the same month, The Times, citing

its own sources, reported that the UK was planning to
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